We describe here an efficient algorithm for re-assembling one or more unknown objects that have been broken or torn into a large number AE of irregular fragments-a problem that often arises in achaeology, art restoration, forensics, and other disciplines. The algorithm compares the curvatureencoded fragment outlines, using a modified dynamic programming sequencematching algorithm, at progressively increasing scales of resolution. The to- 
Introduction
Re-assembling broken objects from a collection of thousands randomly mixed fragments is a problem that arises in several applied disciplines, such as archaeology, failure analysis, paleontology, art conservation, and so on. Solving such puzzles by hand may require years of tedious and delicate work, so the need for computer help is quite obvious.
Indeed, computers are already being used in such applications for the purpose of sorting fragments according to gross properties-color, texture, material, profile, etc.. The classification helps by reducing the number of fragment pairs that need to be compared by hand. For very large collection of undecorated fragments, however, rough classification is not enough: one needs a tool that can automatically match fragments based on their shapes -which is the problem that we address in this paper.
The difficulty of this problem lies in the large number of fragments present in typical Here we describe an algorithm that performs this task at much lower cost, through the use of multi-scale techniques. As we will see, these techniques allow us to reduce the total cost from Ç´AE ¾ Ä ¾ µ to about Ç´AE ¾ Ä ÐÓ Äµ [5, 2] .
In a companion paper [6] we address the question of whether the problem is solvable at all. We show that, for well-preserved ceramic fragments, there is enough information in a couple of centimeters' worth of fracture line to identify the matching fragment, with acceptable accuracy, even among millions of other similar fragments.
Related work. At present, the reconstruction of archaeological fragments is done largely by hand. Computers are used, if at all, only in the enhancement, classification, and presentation of scanned images of the fragments [4] , which are indexed and retrieved based solely on textual descriptions provided by the user.
Computer vision and pattern matching techniques have occasionally been used to automatically extract indexing and matching information from digital images of archaeological artifacts [13, 3, 8] . The specific problem of identifying adjacent ceramic fragments by matching the shapes of their outlines was recently considered byÜçoluk and Toroslu [13] . Their algorithm considers only a fixed scale of resolution, and therefore has large expected asymptotic cost; no real-world tests are reported in the article. Mark Levoy is investigating the use of 2D shape matching techniques for the same purpose [7] .
The fragment re-assembly problem is similar to that of automatic assembly of jigsaw puzzles, which has been addressed as a cute exercise in robotics and machine vision. In particular, H. Wolfson and G. C. Burdea developed a program that finds matching pieces in a standard puzzle game [1] , and even controls a robot arm to assemble the puzzle. However, these techniques rely on special characteristics of puzzle pieces, such as smooth borders and sharp corners, which aren't found in archaeological materials.
More generally, the problem can be viewed as a special case of object recognition by approximate outline matching [11] . However, in this field one typically assumes that the given outlines are to be matched against a small set of fixed templates. In our application, however, the templates are the fragments outlines themselves, which may number in the thousands. Therefore, we must discard many standard object recognition methods because they rely on extensive preprocessing of the templates.
Multi-scale techniques have often been used for image-based and outline-based shape matching [9, 10, 14] . However, most prior work in this area is based on the identification of certain critical points of the outline, such as corners or curvature extrema. As we noted above, this approach is neither feasible nor useful in the case of ceramic fragment outlines. Therefore, our algorithm applies the multi-scale approach directly to the comparison of fragment outlines, without prior identification of critical points.
Statement of the problem
Fracture model. We assume that the original objects had a well defined smooth surface which was divided into two ou more parts, the ideal fragments, separated by ideal fracture lines -irregular curves of zero width. Two fragments are said to be adjacent if they share a fracture line. An ideal corner is a point where three or more fragment boundaries meet.
The boundary of an ideal fragment is an ideal outline; it is the concatenation of one or more fracture lines and pieces of the object's original border. See figure 1(a) .
Observed outlines. Ideal fragment outlines are abstractions which cannot be determined, or even defined, with absolute accuracy. The observed outlines which we can extract from images of real fragments differ from the ideal outlines due to a number of reasons, either physical (such as loss of small fragments, wear, surface irregularities) or instrumental (such as parallax, shadowing, and image quantization). Thus, the ideal fracture line that separates two adjacent ideal fragments becomes two slightly different matching segments on the two observed fragment outlines. See figure 1(b) . The problem. We can now state the fragment matching problem as follows: given a set of observed fragment outlines, identify those pairs of fragments which were probably adjacent in the original object.
Shape matching
Outline representation. Our algorithm assumes that each observed fragment outline is given as a circular sequence of uniformly spaced samples ¼ Ò ½ , with the same sampling step AE for all outlines. Since each fragment is independently digitized in arbitrary orientation, we define the sample values as the local curvature of the outline at the sample points -a well-known shape representation which is invariant under rotations and translations of the fragments [15] . Although we have used only flat (2-dimensional) fragments in our tests, the algorithm can be used also for non-flat objects, such as ceramic and glass vessels-provided their surface is smooth enough to posess a well-defined tangent plane at each point along the fracture line.
The curvature values can be combined with any other local property of the fragment, such as color or thickness, that is invariant under rotations and translations and can be used to identify matching fragments. Since our algorithm makes no assumption about the nature of the samples, it can use such additional information whenever it is available. In the case of non-flat objects, for instance, we could (and probably should) extend each sample value with the local surface curvatures, or with the local torsion of the outline curve, as discussed byÜçoluk and Toroslu [13] .
Segments and candidates.
A segment is any sequence of one or more consecutive samples from some fragment outline. A candidate is any pair of segments belonging to different outlines. We say that a candidate is true if its segments correspond to the same ideal fracture line (or part thereof); otherwise the candidate is false. We denote by Ì the set of all true candidates among the given fragments. Note that on a set of AE outlines with an average of Ä samples each we can define about AEÄ ¾ segments and AE ¾ Ä candidates.
Discrete pairing. The loss of material and other errors in the observed outlines may change the length of the matching segments by different amounts, so that we cannot expect a perfect one-to-one pairing of the samples. To address this problem, we must allow a flexible pairing of the samples of the two segments. We therefore define a pairing between the two segments 
where
Ö ·× , and is any distance metric between the two samples values.
The term ¾ measures the total difference between the sample values of the two segments. The factor´¯ ·¯ ·½ µ ¾ is the mean value of ¾ along the step´Ö × µ ´Ö ·½ × ·½ µ of the pairing; while´ ·½ µ ¾ is the mean number of sampling steps (either 1 or 1/2) spanned by that pairing step. The term ¾ is meant to penalize pairings that are too irregular; note that ¾ is zero if the pairing is one-to-one. This term is necessary when each sample is a single real number-since, in that case, we may sometimes obtain a very low ¾ by use of a sufficiently irregular pairing, even for segments of very different shapes. The parameter ¾ is the penalty for each asymmetric step (a step where only one index increases). ¾ is a constant that depends only on the nature of the fragments, and Ò Ñ Ò is proportional to ÐÓ AE. The parameter ¾ is the critical sample mismatch, the mean value of ¾ that separates true candidates from false ones, provided they are sufficiently long (Ò Ò Ñ Ò ). The parameter Ò Ñ Ò is the minimum candidate length required for reliable partner identification: a candidate with less than Ò Ñ Ò steps is more likely to be false than true, no matter how similar its segments are.
Optimum pairing. In practice, the correct pairing´Ö ×µ between the two segments is not one-to-one, and is not known. So we use instead the pairing´Ö £ × £ µ that minimizes formula (2-3), among all discrete pairings of the two segments. Moreover, the sample values are not independent. We are unable to derive the distribution of the mis- 
The multi-scale algorithm
The comparison of two segments is expensive because the most efficient algorithm we know to compute the optimum pairing´Ö ×µ-a variant of dynamic programming [12] requires ¢´Ò ¾ µ operations for segments with Ò samples.
To reduce this cost, we use multi-scale approach [9, 10, 14] . Let Ä Ñ Ò be the minimum length of outline that we need to compare in order ensure a reliable decision [6] . We begin by solving the problem for coarse versions of the contours, sampled with the largest possible step AE, namely AE´Ã µ Ä Ñ Ò . At this scale we have only a few tens of samples per outline, so we can afford to enumerate and check all possible pairs of segments from all outlines. Of course, at this scale we cannot distinguish true candidates from mere chance resemblances, so we are left with a large set of possibly true candidates.
That Some points of the algorithm deserve further explanation:
Filtering and resampling. In steps 2.1-2.3 we build, for each input fragment outline ´¼µ , a set of coarsened outlines ´ µ , ½ ¾ Ã, whose sampling steps AE´ µ increase in geometric progression. Before resampling each outline, we smooth it out by convolution with a Gaussian filter of width ´ µ AE´ µ , ensuring that the curve can be reconstructed from the samples with negligible aliasing artifacts.
Corner blurring. A side effect of outline smoothing is that the fragment corners (points where three or more fracture lines meet) may become blurred, i.e. rounded off. This effect causes the ends of matching segments to pull away from each other, so that only the middle part of a true candidate can be recognized as such at the coarser scales. The distance ´ µ where this blurring is significant depends on the comparison threshold and the angle between the two fracture lines incident at the corner. In practice, we can assume that Candidate refinement. In step 4.1, we refine each candidate: meaning that we adjust the endpoints of its segments, and its pairing´Ö ×µ, so as to minimize its discriminant ¡, recomputed for the higher-resolution outlines ´ µ . The refinement algorithm, a variant of dynamic programming (DP) [12] , looks for a minimum cost path in a directed graph , whose vertices are all pairs of indices´ µ of samples and , respectively. The edges of are such that any directed path corresponds to a discrete pairing´Ö ×µ between and . The edge costs are assigned in such a way that the total cost of the path is the discriminant ¡´ Ö ×µ, as defined by formula (4), minus the constant term 
Experiments
We have coded this algorithm in Modula-3, and tested it with an artificial but realistic sample of ceramic fragments. The original objects were five rectangular unglazed ceramic tiles, about 25.0 cm by 6.0 cm, which were shattered into 112 major pieces. See figure 2. The multi-scale matching algorithm was then applied to these curvature-encoded outlines, beginning with scale ¿¾ pixels, AE´ µ pixels), these candidates were reduced to ¾½¼ £ ¿¾ ½ pixels ( ¿ samples). There were 74 true candidates in the input data longer than Ä Ñ Ò ; the algorithm started with 166626 initial pairs, and returned 277 pairs, of which 46 were true. Figure 4 shows the first 40 candidates returned, in order of increasing total mismatch. 
Conclusions
Our experimental results, although modest in scope, demonstrate the possibility of automatically identifying adjacent fragments by matching the shapes of their outlines. They also validate the basic premise of the multi-scale matching method, namely that the false candidates are quickly eliminated as they are re-tested with increasing resolution.
